
9’6” KD 10’6” KD Model

KidsRental All Round Touring

Material:
Double Layer MSL
Fusion

Rail: 
Double

Pressure: 
26 PSI

Warranty: 
3 years

1 year

Length, ft

Width, inch

Thickness, inch

Board weight, kg

Volume, litres

10’8” RNT 12’6” RNT 10’4” 10’6” 10’8” 12’6” LT 12’6” T

Package
bundle

Board

10’6” RNT 

10’6”

32”

4.75”

240

10’8”

«the point or place where something begins»

Made from high density 26psi fusion 
drop stitch the Origin is premium 
board range at an affordable price. 

These boards should not be mixed up 
with the budget brands on the market,
they are punches well out of price range.
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Model indexes descryption: KD — kids, LT — light touring, RNT — rental, S — sport, SC — special color, T — touring

Сarrying capacity, kg (max)

-

150 150 150 180 220 180 220

Rider

Maximum weight, kg 90 80 90 110 120 90 140

Recommended 

weight, kg 
under 66 under 70 under 75 over 60 over 80 under 75 over 75

Recommended 
height, ft

up to 5’4” up to 5’4” up to 5’4” over 5’4” over 5’9” up to 5’8” over 5'8”

under 75 over 60 over 80

90 110 120

up to 5’4” over 5’4” over 5’9”

150 180 220

coiled leash

Plastic Fin

bravo double action pump nylon paddle  repair kit

8

12’6”

30”

6”

330

200

120

over 75

over 5’6”

12’6” S

wheeled backpack

Accessories
warranty: 



Model

Material:
Double Layer MSL
Fusion

Pressure: 
26 PSI

Warranty: 
3 years

Length, ft

Width, inch

Thickness, inch

Board weight, kg

Volume, litres

10’8” SC 10’6” SC

Package
bundle

Board

12’6” T SC 

10

10’6”

32”

4.75”

240

11

10’8”

34”

6”

300

11

12’6”

32”

6”

350

Сarrying capacity, kg (max) 180 220 220

Rider

Maximum weight, kg 110 120 140

Recommended 

weight, kg 
over 60 over 80 over 75

Recommended 
height, ft

over 5’4” over 5’9” over 5'8”

8

12’6”

30”

6”

330

200

120

over 75

over 5’6”

12’6” S SC

wheeled backpack bravo double action pump

Rail: 
Double

coiled leash

Plastic Fin

«the point or place where something begins»

Made from high density 26psi fusion 
drop stitch the Origin is premium 

These boards should not be mixed up 
with the budget brands on the market,
they are punches well out of price range.

repair kit

Model indexes descryption: S — sport, SC — special color, T — touring

nylon paddle  

1 year

Accessories
warranty: 



Model

Upsells from Origin

Length, ft

Width, inch

Thickness, inch

Board weight, kg

Volume, litres

10’4” 10’6” 10’8” 12’6” LT 12’6” T

Package
bundle

9

10’4”

30”

4.75”

200

9,5

10’6”

32”

4.75”

240

10,5

10’8”

34”

6”

300

10

12’6”

29”

4.75”

330

11

12’6”

32”

6”

350

12’6” W

12’6”

34”

6”

350

11’2” 11’4” 11’6”

10

11’2”

30”

4.75”

280

10

11’4”

32”

4.75”

300

10,5

11’6”

34”

6” 6”

330

Material:
Double Layer MSL
Fusion

Pressure: 
26 PSI

Warranty: 
3 years

Board

Model indexes descryption: LT — light touring, S — sport, T — touring, W — wide

Сarrying capacity, kg (max) 150 180 135 160 180 200

330

200180 220 240

Rider

Maximum weight, kg 

Recommended 

weight, kg 

Recommended 
height, ft

under 75 over 60 over 80 under 75 over 75 over 75under 75 over 75over 60 over 90

95 120 120135 95 150 no max95 110 140

up to 5’4” over 5’4” over 5’9” up to 5’4” over 5’4” over 5’9” over 5’6”up to 5’8” over 5'8” over 5'10”

repair kit

12’6” S

30”

12’6”

nylon blade with carbon shaft paddle 

1 year

Accessories
warranty: 

All Round Perfomance All Round Touring

Rail: 
Triple XStrong

wheeled backpackcoiled leash bravo SUPer pump with folding feet

Plastic Fin

Made from premium 26psi high fusion 
density drop stitch with the XStrong rail. 
The Pro is a premium board range 
for people who want more. 

These boards should not be compared 
to boards of similar cost. This range uses
manufacturing techniques only found 
in boards twice the price.

The Origin range offers a premium board 
construction that will dominate the lower 
price bracket, if someone is looking at a direct
Amazon brand the Origin with blow 

these out the water, where the Pro 
exceeds the Origin is in the overall 
finishing touches. The Xstrong triple rail 
adding stiffness and strength to the boards, 

wheeled backpack bag, SUPer pump 
(in our opinion the best paddle board 
pump on the market), Carbon Nylon 
paddle is very much worth the price.

«a professional, especially in sport»



Model indexes descryption: LT — light touring, R — race, S — sport, T — touring

10’6” R R11’6”Model

Length, ft

Width, inch

Thickness, inch

Board weight, kg

Volume, litres

11’4” 11’6” 14’0”12’6” LT 12’6” S 12’6” T 14’0” T 14’0”11’2”

4.75” 4.75”

280

34”

300

32”

6”

330

24”

4.75”

160

10 10 10 10

10’6”

25”

4.75”

190 310

10

29”

4.75”

330

8

12’6”

30”

6”

330

9

12’6”

32”

6”

350 360

10

14’0”

25”

6”

340

11

14’0

28”

6”

350

Сarrying capacity, kg (max)

8,5

150 150 200180 200 220 200 200 210

Rider

Maximum weight, kg 85 8595 120 120140 130 110 120

Recommended 

weight, kg 
under 70 under 70under 75 over 75 over 75 over 75 over 75 over 75 over 75

Recommended 
height, ft

up to 5’4” up to 5’4”up to 5’6” over 5’6” over 5’6” over 5’6” over 5’6” over 5’6”over 5'8”

under 75 over 60 over 90

110 120 140

up to 5’4” over 5’4” over 5’9”

160 180 200

repair kit

11’2” 11’4” 11’6”

30”

11’6”12’6”

12’6”

12’6”

26”

6”

Material  double layer woven triple layer woven

 

14’0”

30”

6”

full carbon paddle 

R R S

1 year

Accessories
warranty: 

Perfomance All Round Touring Race

Material:
Machine Weave

Pressure: 
26 PSI

Warranty: 
3 years

Board

Rail: 
XStrong/Triple

wheeled backpack bravo SUPer pump with folding feetcoiled leashfibreglass

Upsells from Pro
The Pro already offers an unrivalled price 
point that is compared only to the premium 
brands on the market. At Gladiator we don’t 
stop there if there is a new material or way 

of making boards we want to be 
at the forefront of manufacturing. 
The Elite range is stiffer and lighter 
than the Pro. It comes complete 

with a full carbon paddle. The new 
14’ range boards range has been 
upgraded to our new triple-layer 
machine weave for unrivaled stiffness.

Made from market-leading machine weave 26psi high 
density drop stitch with the XStrong rail the Elite is top 
of its class: 20% lighter and stiffer than Fusion layer boards. 
The Elite board range is for people who desire the best.

«a select group that is superior in terms 
of ability or qualities to the rest of a group or society»

individual color



10’7” W SC 11’6” W SCModel

WindFoil River Fish

Material:
Double Layer MSL
Fusion

Rail: 
Double

Pressure: 
26 PSI

Warranty: 
3 years

Length, ft

Width, inch

Thickness, inch

Board weight, kg

Volume, litres

6’6’’ 7’2’’ 11’0” 11’0” 12’6”

Package
bundle

Board

5’10’’

5’10’’

5”

125

6’6’’

140

7’2’’

160

10’7”

4.75” 

245

5 7 8 10,5

11’6“

330

12

11’0”

32”

4.75”

300

14

11’0”

34”

6”

330

15

12 ’6”

400

Сarrying capacity, kg (max)

9,5

180 220 180 220 280

Rider

Maximum weight, kg 120 140 95 120 250

Recommended 

weight, kg 
under 60 under 75 over 60 over 80 under 75

Recommended 
height, ft

over 5’4” over 5’4” over 5’4” over 5’9” over 5’8”

over 60 over 60 over 70

90 110 120

over 5’4” over 5’4” over 5’8”

- - -

repair kitcoiled leash

Plastic Fin

wheeled backpack

no paddle  

29” 30” 30” 32” 34” 38”

5” 5” 6” 6”

1 year

Accessories
warranty: 

Model indexes descryption: SC — seat compatible

nylon paddle  nylon paddle  

bravo SUPer pump with folding feet



no paddle  no paddle  

Model

Material:
Double Layer MSL
Fusion

Pressure: 
26 PSI

Warranty: 
3 years

Length, ft/cm

Width, inch

Thickness, inch

Board weight, kg

Volume, litres

17’015’2”

Board

17

15’2”

36”

6”

800

23

17’0”

1300

Сarrying capacity, kg (max) 350 600

Rider

Maximum weight, kg 200 4 riders

Recommended 

weight, kg 
over 80 -

Recommended 
height, ft

over 5’4” -

22

22’0”

950

600

4 riders

22’0”

60” 34”

8” 8”

-

-

Duo

Rail: 
Double

Big Dragon

coiled leash repair kit

Nylon Paddle  

plastic fin wheeled backpack

1 year

Accessories
warranty: 

Package
bundle

bravo SUPer pump with folding feet



Kids Boards (Origin and Elite)

These have been designed for the needs of all ability’s 
and disciplines, too many brands neglect the younger market, 
they are the customers of tomorrow and should be give 
the best start on the paddle board experience, all our kids 
boards are made from the same high quality 4.7” drop stitch 
you will find in our larger boards, this allows for growth up 
to their mid teens before they need to upgrade. 
A vital part of the kids design is to keep the board narrow 
to allow for the vertical paddle stroke. We have 2 Origin boards 
at 28” wide, all round and touring shapes, means kids can play 
in all conditions and for the budding racers and for kids that 
want extra speed, we have the 2 Elite race boards 10’6 x 24”
and  11’6 x 25” for ultimate speed.

All Round Boards (Origin and Pro)

It’s important to remember that Paddleboarding is now 
enjoyed by many people and these people come in all shapes 
and sizes and that is why we have 3 different sizes of all round 
boards, we feel the most important factor in getting the right 
board for people is the width, we see too many shorter riders 
on boards that are too wide for them and this makes it very 
difficult to keep a vertical paddle stroke, with this in mind the…

- 10’4 is recommended for people up to 5’5 (165cm) with 
a recommended rider weight under 75kg (max weight 90kg), 
tall and heavier riders can use this boardif they are sharing 
or wish to surf.

- The 10’6 is the middle size and the perfect one board for all, 
ideal rider size is 5’5 and taller with a recommended weight 
of up to 95kg (Max weight 110kg). 

- For the taller/heavier rider we have the 10’8 this board 
is wide 34” and thick 6” to allow the heavier rider the extra 
volume they need, recommend height is 5’9 and above 
with the minimum weight 80kg ( with no maximum weight).

These sizes are guides to help you sell the right board 
to the right person, there will be times that you have to take 
other factors into consideration, maybe fitness level or if you 
have a shorter heavier rider the will need a bit more stability.

Performance All-Round Boards (Pro and Elite)

Very similar to the all-round boards but with more 
performance without having to go to a touring shape, these 
boards are designed to keep the same width and thickness 
as there all round counterparts, the most important factor 
in the design of this range was to improve the all round shape 
and not loose the stability or ease of use, we have seen other 
brands develop a 10’6 with a point and after testing these it was 
very clear that a pointed all round shape didn’t work, adding
a point to the 10’6 increased the curve in the outline of the board 
which reduced the directional feel of the classic all round boards, 
our designers has added a point to the all round shapes
to end up with…

- 11’2 is recommended for people up to 5’5 (165cm) 
with a recommended rider weight under 75kg (max weight 100kg), 
tall and heavier riders can use this board if they are sharing. 

- The 11’4 is the middle size and the perfect performance board 
for all, ideal rider size is 5’5 (165cm) and taller with a recommended 
weight of up to 95kg (Max weight 120kg). 

- For the taller / heavier rider we have the 11’6, this board 
is 34” wide and thick 6” to allow the heavier rider the extra 
volume they need, recommend height is 5’9 and above 
with the weight 90kg (no maximum weight allowance)

As with the all round shapes the above is a rider size guide.

Origin, Pro and Elite

- 12’6 x 29 x 5 is recommended for riders up to 5’8 (162cm) 
with a recommended rider weight of up to 75kg (max rider 
weight 90kg). This board has performed well in the tests, 
the lighter rider can now control the board in winder and rougher 
water conditions with the lower profile adding stability to lighter 
rider needs.

- 12’6 x 30 x 6 is recommended for riders any height
with a recommended rider weight of over 75kg with no maximum 
as this board is for multiple abilities, from the shorter recreational 
touring paddler to the heavier ride wanting a performance shape, 
(no maximum weight allowance).

- 12’6 x 32 x 6 - is the go too board for the average size rider 
in this range, as this board is 32 wide it gives plenty of stability 
and still keeps glide, it is a suggestion that this board ideally 
is for riders above 5’8, That said, this board is a great board 
for heavier rides too, so as an example, if a rider is 5’5, heavier 
with low stability this board will also suit this riders needs - 
recommended rider weight of up to 110kg (no maximum 
weight allowance).

- 12’6 x 34 x 6 (Pro Only) This new wider touring board at 34 wide 
is deigned predominantly for the heavier taller rider, giving more 
stability to those riders over 6Ft (182cm) tall, this board can also 
be used by riders who are wanting an expedition board and feel 
they need the extra width for kit or for riders who feel they have 
very low stability. This touring board has no weight limit 
and is advised for riders above 90kg.

- 14’ x 30 x 6 (Elite Only) The ultimate touring board, load 
it up for long days out or go the extra and grab your camping gear 
and off you go, The 14’ boards don’t have a rider height and weight, 
as at this level riders know what they can ride, the boards 
do not have a maximum weight limit, the only limit 
will be the riders ability.

Touring Boards (Origin, Pro and Elite)

For 2022 - this is the area that has seen the biggest 
advances in design and shape. The smaller and lighter riders 
can now feel comfortable paddling longer boards due to the 
reduced thickness and width in the new touring shapes designed 
specifically for the shorter lighter rider, whilst the heavier rider 
has had specific attention too with the new design shape 
of the 34”wide pro. Riders of average height and weight
are catered too well with the 12’6 x 30 or 32” x 6”. 
Whilst Paddleboarding design has forgotten the lighter 
and heavier rider up too now! Gladiator’s new touring range 
corrects this design error…. The rider weight is the most important 
factor in these size’s. When deciding on a board with height 
of a rider also needing to be taken into consideration.

Race Elite

- 12’6 x 26 x 6 If you can Paddle it, You can ride it, this is a race 
machine to give you maximum speed and core work out.

- 14’ x 25 x 6 If you can Paddle it you can ride it, this is a race 
machine to give you maximum speed and core work out. 

- 14’ x 28 x 6 If you can Paddle it you can ride it, this is a race 
machine for the heavier rider or for someone wanting 
a performance touring board.


